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Listed below are all of the the tests that the MCEmax system is capable of carrying out. For maximum
benefit, all of these tests should be carried out at each survey, however safety, access and operational
circumstances may mean that some tests cannot be undertaken.

Tests with Motor De-Energised


Resistance phase-phase
Trends in ph-ph resistance readings can indicate the development of high resistance joints & connections.



Resistance to ground (RTG)
Indicates the condition of the insulation system of the stator or rotor windings and the power circuit.



Inductance phase-phase
A measurement of the circuit's resistance to a change in current. It indicates the ability of a winding to produce a
magnetic field and can be used to show the increase or decrease in that ability.



Capacitance to ground (CTG)
Reflects the cleanliness of the windings and cables. With a build-up of material on the surface of the windings and
cables, higher capacitance readings will result.



Inductive imbalance
Calculated using the equation: %B/I = (abs>(1-avg);(2-avg);(3-avg))/avg x 100. Using each individual ph-ph
inductance reading the inductive imbalance indicates if any of the phases has less inductance which could indicate
phase-to-phase and coil-to-coil current leakage paths, and reveal poor or incorrect rework.



Polarization index profile
The polarization index profile is a ten-minute insulation test. The resistance to ground values are averaged and plotted
every 5 seconds. A Dielectric Absorption ratio and P/I ratio are automatically calculated at the end of the test.
The ratios are comparable to the IEEE 43-2000 Standards



Rotor Influence Check (RIC)
A graphical representation of the rotor-stator relationship. The rotor’s residual magnetism affects the phase – phase
inductance readings. The resulting graph of these changes in inductance with rotor position can be interpreted to
evaluate the rotor, stator and Air Gap fault zones.

Tests with Motor Energised


Demodulated Current Signature Analysis
Demodulation of the current signature filters out the 50Hz carrier frequency and uncovers the hidden signals,
representing repetitive load variations. These load variations can be analysed and allows you to correlate with
vibration data to identify faults with bearings, belts gears and such like.



In-rush /start up test
The in-rush /start up current capture is used to record and graph a motor’s RMS current during start up. This evaluates
motor performance and condition.



Rotor Evaluation
The High and Low Current Signature Analysis (CSA) tests are used to evaluate condition of an induction motor’s
squirrel cage rotor.



Eccentricity test
Air gap eccentricity coupled with the interaction of the rotor and stator electromagnetic forces can increase the risk of
mechanical damage to winding coils and insulation.



Power analysis test
The power analysis (PA) test instantaneously records current and voltage data from all 3 phases in a motor circuit. It
provides a snapshot of motor performance and condition.

Critical
Caution
Acceptable

Plan to Inspect / Carry out more tests / repair / replace
Take Note / Carry out further Tests
Motor Condition is acceptable, trend and monitor
New Action

ASSET

Motor Mftr/Serial No

Date

3 FAN 1 WENTYLATOR

CELMA A30265

14/06/2016

3PCR1 PRE COOKER
DRIVE

BOILER HSE
EXHAUST FAN

POMPA ZASIL
Nr5 (No5 Feed
Pump)

POMPA ZASIL
Nr4 (No4 Feed
Pump)

POMPA ZASIL
Nr3 (No3 Feed
Pump)

Siemens
W331405/1992

WEG 107422341

WEG 422338

WEG 422339

Slinik 12835

14/06/2016

14/06/2016

15/06/2016

15/06/2016

15/06/2016

LAST TEST COMMENTS

No action required, maintain surveillance on supply cable for deterioration.
Conduct Periodic Insulation Resistance Checks.
The motor was measured at its terminal box, disconnected from the supply
cable. Resistive imbalance is low, but inductive imbalance is in alarm. This
may indicate rotor fault, but the RIC test reveals no issues.
Check vibration response in service, and re check the motor at the next stop
opportunity.
Motor tested at its terminal box, with cables disconnected. The motor PI test
completes with a ratio in tolerance, and good RTG, but the trace shows some
instability after 400 seconds, and the step voltage test indicates minor
breakdown at 1000 V. These are not significant enough to warrant changing
the motor, but maintain surveillance, and consider an internal inspection, clean
and bake for the windings if values alter, or if an opportunity arises.
This motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cables disconnected.
RTG, DA and PI values are good and well within tolerance. Visual inspection
reveals possible water marking, terminal corrosion. Consider warming the
motor out and check terminal box sealing before restarting.
This motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cables disconnected.
RTG, DA and PI values are good and well within tolerance. Visual
examination indicates some water marking in the terminal box, as for Nr 5
above, but there appear to be no issues for the motor. Motor initially failed the
PI test. Test was conducted a second time and this seemed to have cleared the
problem, possibly due to clearing by the increased test voltage. Closely
observe this motor and consider replacement when next available. Bake and re
coat windings
This motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cables disconnected.
RTG, DA and PI values are good and well within tolerance.
Check the Motor for vibration symptoms of air gap eccentricity, or rotor bar
issues whilst in service.

3FAN1 - Wentylator Fan
AC Induction
Power Factor - 0.91

50 Hz
Speed - 1485 RPM

Volts - 400V
Frame - 280M4

FL Current - 151A
Mnfr - CELMA

Power - 90 Kw
S/No - A30265

14/06/2016 :- The motor installed to this machine, was the same as that of previous test in 2015.
The results for this test are given below, and show a DA ration rising to 1.58, and the PI test result exceeding the Pdma unit full scale range at
>300Gohms to earth. Resistance to earth rose from 40Mohms to earth, to 22.1 Gohms to earth, and after 60 seconds during the DA/PI check was 51.4
Gohms, indicating a healthy condition for the Motor stator insulation.
The stability of the readings over the past 2 years, indicates that the condition has been stable, but the condition should be regularly checked for
deterioration.
All of the remaining De Energised checks produced results within Standard guideline values for this motor. Phase to phase resistive balance checks
showed the stator windings to be within 0.78%, with an inductive imbalance of 0.3% at the stationary position of the rotor, and 0.23% during the RIC
check. The rotor showed a low inductive influence, which is consistent with being in good condition.
It must be noted that during testing different sets of jump cables were used that may have an influence on overall results.
Capacitance to earth appears low with the motor disconnected, however, this value will be specific to the motor tested, relating to it's construction, and is
only of value as a trended variable.
Energized Motor Testing was not carried out for this machine at this survey.
ACTION :- No action required, but maintain checks on Motor cable for Resistance to Earth deterioration, Condition stable but check
periodically for deterioration
Temperature
Res Ph1 to Gnd
Cap Ph1 to Gnd
Res Ph1 to Ph2
Res Ph1 to Ph3
Res Ph2 to Ph3
Res Imbalance
Ind Ph1 to Ph2
Ind Ph1 to Ph3
Ind Ph2 to Ph3
Ind Imbalance
Dielectric Absorption DA
Polarisation Index PI
Step Voltage to 1000V
RIC

22
22,100
30,250
0.0430
0.0425
0.0425
0.78
3.125
3.485
3.580
8
1.58 @ 500V / 1 Min
>3.4 @ 500V / 10 Mins
Good
Good
Fault Zone Summary

Deg
Meg ohm (Temperature Corrected) - Trend analysis rqd
pF - Trend analysis rqd
Ohm
Ohm
Ohm
%
mH
mH
mH
%
Ratio & Res - 51414 Mohms/60secs
Ratio & Res - >300 Gohms/10mins 60 sec value above 5Mohms
Comment - Slight non linearity in reading, but RTG good
Comment - Low Influence Rotor, condition good
DA & PI

Step Voltage vs Current

RIC

3PCR1 - Pre Cooker Motor
AC Induction
Power Factor - 0.86

50 Hz
Speed - 1480 RPM

Volts - 400V
Frame - 1LAG280

FL Current - 140A
Mnfr - Siemens

Power - 75 Kw
S/No - W331405/1992

14/06/2016:- This motor was tested at the motor terminal box, with the supply cable disconnected. Tests undertaken in July 2012 are presumed to have
been undertaken at the MCC. No RIC Test was conducted unable to disconnect from gearbox.
The PI response for the motor at this test has significantly improved from 3.25 to 4.55, with a final resistance to earth of 167 Gohms.
The DA test remains in alert, but is not of concern following the PI result, and RTG at 60 seconds was found to be 36.7 Gohms, which is well above
tolerance.
Stator winding resistance balance 0 % indicating healthy windings, however, inductive imbalance 12.08%, which is in alarm for a machine operating at
less than 600Volts. A high Inductive imbalance, with a low winding resistance imbalance, suggests an issue with the rotor, i.e. warped or bent rotor, or
broken rotor bars.
NB, it would be worthwhile to check the Motor for vibration symptoms of air gap eccentricity, or rotor bar issues whilst in service.
The step voltage test showed no evidence of the resistance breakdown.
The capacitance to ground value 14,520 pF, appears good, and indicates no issue with the winding cleanliness.
Energized Motor Testing was not carried out for this machine at this survey.
ACTION :- Check motor for Vibration symptoms of rotor eccentricity or rotor bar faults. If Ok, continue in service, and recheck at next survey.
Temperature
Res Ph1 to Gnd
Cap Ph1 to Gnd
Res Ph1 to Ph2
Res Ph1 to Ph3
Res Ph2 to Ph3
Res Imbalance
Ind Ph1 to Ph2
Ind Ph1 to Ph3
Ind Ph2 to Ph3
Ind Imbalance
Dielectric Absorption DA
Polarisation Index PI
Step Voltage to 1000V
RIC

22
11,600
14,250
0.0430
0.0430
0.0430
0
3.075
2.510
2.980
12.08
1.38 @ 500V / 1 Min
4.55 @ 500V / 10 Mins
Good
N/A
Fault Zone Summary

Deg
Meg ohm - Trend analysis rqd
pF - Trend analysis rqd
Ohm
Ohm
Ohm
%
mH
mH
Mh
% Ind Imbalance > 12%
Ratio & Res – 36,788 Mohms/60secs
Ratio & Res – 167,370 Mohms/10mins
Comment
Comment DA & PI

Step Voltage vs Current

Boiler House Exhaust Fan - Motor 2
AC Induction
Power Factor - 0.86

50 Hz
Speed - 1490 RPM

Volts - 400V
Frame - 3155/M-04

FL Current - 343A
Mnfr - WEG

Power - 200 Kw
S/No - 107422341

14/06/2016 - motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cables disconnected.
The motor displays good resistance to earth, both as a static temperature compensated value, and during the PI test.
The step voltage checks are acceptable.
The PI test finished with a resistance to earth of >300 Gohms, and RTG after 60 seconds was 82.7 Gohms, well above prescribed minimum values.
Capacitance to earth is relatively high for this size of motor.
Stator winding resistance balance 0.09 % indicating healthy windings, however, inductive imbalance 5.46%, which is in alarm for a machine operating at
less than 600Volts.
A high Inductive imbalance, with a low winding resistance imbalance, suggests an issue with the rotor, i.e. warped or bent rotor, or broken rotor bars.
NB, it would be worthwhile to check the Motor for vibration symptoms of air gap eccentricity, or rotor bar issues whilst in service.
The step voltage test showed no evidence of the resistance breakdown.
These results are within tolerance, and resistance to ground is good.
Resistance to Earth should be monitored for deterioration. If values alter, or if a suitable opportunity presents itself, i.e. brg overhaul, consider an
examination of the windings, and a clean and bake before returning to operation.
The Rotor influence checks indicates a possible Low Influence rotor, which is not a problem, however the results may not be indicative of the health of
the rotor or stator. This can be further assessed at future surveys.
Action :- Maintain surveillance on Motor Resistance to Earth, if unit deteriorates, consider overhauling for internal examination, and cleaning.
Temperature
Res Ph1 to Gnd
Cap Ph1 to Gnd
Res Ph1 to Ph2
Res Ph1 to Ph3
Res Ph2 to Ph3
Res Imbalance
Ind Ph1 to Ph2
Ind Ph1 to Ph3
Ind Ph2 to Ph3
Ind Imbalance
Dielectric Absorption DA
Polarisation Index PI
Step Voltage to 1000V
RIC

29
54,500
64,250
0.01072
0.01071
0.01073
0.09
0.975
0.970
0.895
5.46
1.88 @ 500V / 1 Min
N/C @ 500V / 10 Mins
Caution
Acceptable
Fault Zone Summary

Deg
Meg ohm - Trend analysis rqd
pF - Trend analysis rqd
Ohm
Ohm
Ohm
%
mH
mH
Mh
%Ratio & Res – 82,787 Mohms/60secs
Ratio & Res - > 300 Gohms/10mins
Comment Comment - Possible Low Influence Rotor
DA & PI Curve

Step Voltage Current vs Time
RIC

Pompa Zasil Nr5 (Boiler Feed No5)
AC Induction
Power Factor - 0.9

50 Hz
Speed - 2980 RPM

Volts - 400V
Frame - 3155/M-02

FL Current - 220A
Mnfr - WEG

Power - 132 Kw
S/No - 422338

15/06/2016 - The motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cable disconnected.
Results for the motor are good, with high resistance to ground, a relatively low capacitance to ground, indicating stator winding insulation is in good
condition, and both the DA and PI tests returned good ratios, well within tolerance, with the PI test finishing with a resistance to ground above the units
Full scale at >300 Gohms to earth. Resistance after 60 seconds was high at 153 Gohms to earth.
Visual checks in the terminal box, indicate rust, possible water marks, and shiny particulate, possibly Mica.
A high Inductive imbalance, with a low winding resistance imbalance, suggests an issue with the rotor, i.e. warped or bent rotor, or broken rotor bars.
NB, it would be worthwhile to check the Motor for vibration symptoms of air gap eccentricity, or rotor bar issues whilst in service.
The step voltage test showed no evidence of the resistance breakdown.
Visual examination of the ground terminal, indicates some corrosion of the connectors outer surfaces consistent with humidity.
Action :- Check sealing arrangements for the Motor terminal box. The Motor resistance to earth, and winding checks are well within tolerance, but
consider warming the motor in a dry environment before starting. Monitor for abnormal operation, or high current.
Temperature
Res Ph1 to Gnd
Cap Ph1 to Gnd
Res Ph1 to Ph2
Res Ph1 to Ph3
Res Ph2 to Ph3
Res Imbalance
Ind Ph1 to Ph2
Ind Ph1 to Ph3
Ind Ph2 to Ph3
Ind Imbalance
Dielectric Absorption DA
Polarisation Index PI
Step Voltage to 1000V
RIC

26
97,500
18,750
0.01874
0.01880
0.01885
0.30
1.825
1.860
1.852
1.44
1.65 @ 500V / 1 Min
N/A (2.4) @ 500V / 10 Mins
Good
N/A
Fault Zone Summary

Deg
Meg ohm - Trend analysis rqd
pF - Trend analysis rqd
Ohm
Ohm
Ohm
%
mH
mH
Mh
%Ratio & Res – 153,387 Mohms/60secs
Ratio & Res - >300,000 Mohms/10mins Breakdown @300s
Comment - Good
Comment
DA & PI Curve

Step Voltage Current vs Time

Pompa Zasil Nr4 (Boiler Feed No4)
AC Induction
Power Factor - 0.9

50 Hz
Speed - 2980 RPM

Volts - 400V
Frame - 3155/M-02

FL Current - 220A
Mnfr - WEG

Power - 132 Kw
S/No - 422339

15/06/2016 - The motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cable disconnected. RIC test was not conducted due to plant restrictions.
Motor initially failed the PI test. Test was conducted a second time and this seemed to have cleared the problem, possibly due to clearing by the increased
test voltage.
Results for the second test at the motor are good, with high resistance to ground, a relatively low capacitance to ground, indicating stator winding
insulation is in good condition, and both the DA and PI tests returned good ratios, well within tolerance, with the PI test finishing with a resistance to
ground above the units Full scale at >300 Gohms to earth. Resistance after 60 seconds was high at 71 Gohms to earth.
Visual examination of the terminal box, following on from the No5 motor, also indicates possible water marking, with evidence of water along the
bottom seal of the Terminal box.
The step voltage test show possible breakdown in insulation resistance.
The initial PI trace, showed a sudden breakdown, and drop in resistance. This was present in the second test where a breakdown was noted 460 seconds
but then continued on to recover.
This clearing of an RTG fault, is consistent with damp, or water being cleared by the test voltage.
Action :- Check sealing arrangements for the Motor terminal box. The Motor resistance to earth was low consider warming the motor in a dry
environment before starting. Monitor for abnormal operation, or high current, Closely observe this motor and consider replacement when next available.
Bake and re coat windings.

Temperature
Res Ph1 to Gnd
Cap Ph1 to Gnd
Res Ph1 to Ph2
Res Ph1 to Ph3
Res Ph2 to Ph3
Res Imbalance
Ind Ph1 to Ph2
Ind Ph1 to Ph3
Ind Ph2 to Ph3
Ind Imbalance
Dielectric Absorption DA
Polarisation Index PI
Step Voltage to 1000V

29
30,800
18,500
0.02050
0.02050
0.02050
0
1.800
1.885
1.835
2.54
1.48 @ 500V / 1 Min
N/C ( 2.76 ) @ 500V / 10 Mins
Alert

RIC

N/A
Fault Zone Summary

Deg
Meg ohm - Trend analysis rqd
pF - Trend analysis rqd
Ohm
Ohm
Ohm
%
mH
mH
Mh
%Ratio & Res - 71,889 Mohms/60secs value < 1.5
Ratio & Res - >300Gohms/10mins
Comment – Step voltage showed early breakdown and
increase in current.
Comment DA & PI Curve

Step Voltage Current vs Time
1st DA & PI Curve

Pompa Zasil Nr3 (Boiler Feed No3)
AC Induction
Power Factor - 0.88

50 Hz
Speed - 2964 RPM

Volts - 400V
Frame - 315-M2

FL Current - 244A
Mnfr - Slinik

Power - 132 Kw
S/No - 12835

15/06/2016 - The motor was tested at its terminal box, with the supply cable disconnected.
Results for the motor are good, with high resistance to ground, a relatively low capacitance to ground, indicating stator winding insulation is in good
condition, and the PI tests returned good ratios, with a smooth response curve. Visual examination of the terminal box shows dust build up, but no
evidence of water marking.
A high Inductive imbalance, with a low winding resistance imbalance, suggests an issue with the rotor, i.e. warped or bent rotor, or broken rotor bars.
NB, it would be worthwhile to check the Motor for vibration symptoms of air gap eccentricity, or rotor bar issues whilst in service.
The step voltage test showed no evidence of the resistance breakdown.
The step voltage test shows no breakdown in insulation resistance, and capacitance to ground is consistent with the other feed pump motors.
No action required.
Action :- Check the Motor for vibration symptoms of air gap eccentricity, or rotor bar issues whilst in service.
Temperature
Res Ph1 to Gnd
Cap Ph1 to Gnd
Res Ph1 to Ph2
Res Ph1 to Ph3
Res Ph2 to Ph3
Res Imbalance
Ind Ph1 to Ph2
Ind Ph1 to Ph3
Ind Ph2 to Ph3
Ind Imbalance
Dielectric Absorption DA
Polarisation Index PI
Step Voltage to 1000V
RIC

22
10,700
13.250
0.01895
0.01900
0.01899
0.16
0.835
0.840
0.843
1.38
1.38 @ 500V / 1 Min
4.60 @ 500V / 10 Mins
Good

Fault Zone Summary

Deg
Meg ohm - Trend analysis rqd
pF - Trend analysis rqd
Ohm
Ohm
Ohm
%
mH
mH
Mh
%Ratio & Res - 29,367 Mohms/60secs Value < 1.5
Ratio & Res - 135,079 Mohms/10mins
Comment - Good
Comment DA & PI Curve

Step Voltage Current vs Time

